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French Steps: Stage 1: Getting tickets; Buying presents 

Follow Hakim as he finds his way to le Musée d’Orsay, le Musée du Louvre and la Tour Eiffel 
and splashes out on presents in a trendy shop.  Not only will you find out how to do the same but 
you can hear the numbers 1 to 20 in context before listening to them at your own pace.    

Some of the higher French numbers can take time to get used to, particularly the 70s and 90s. 
The numbers 1-20 underpin them all, so it will pay to spend some time doing the activities and 
reading the explanations so that you’re thoroughly familiar with these.  

0   zéro 

1   un 

2   deux 

3   trois 

4   quatre 

5   cinq 

6   six  

7   sept  

8   huit  

9   neuf  

10  dix  

 

11  onze 

12  douze  

13  treize  

14  quatorze  

15  quinze  

16  seize  

17  dix-sept  

18  dix-huit 

19  dix-neuf 

20  vingt 

 

 

21  vingt et un 

22  vingt-deux 

30  trente 

40  quarante  

50  cinquante 

60  soixante 

70  soixante-dix 

71  soixante et onze 

72  soixante-douze 

73  soixante-treize 

 

80  quatre-vingts 

81  quatre-vingt-un  

90  quatre-vingt-dix 

91  quatre-vingt-onze 

92  quatre-vingt-douze 

93  quatre-vingt-treize 

94  quatre-vingt-quatorze 

100  cent 

Learning hint   

Numbers are something which can be practised when you’re out and about on your 
own because they’re all around. Just get into the habit of saying in French all the 
numbers you see: bus numbers, car number plates, prices, adverts …  

If you feel you need focused practice and have time at home, cut a piece of card 
into ten small tiles, write the digits 0-9 on them and drop them into an envelope. 
Take out a tile and say the number in French. When you’re happy that you know the 
low numbers, take two tiles out at a time and say both possible two-digit numbers. 

 
Quiz  

1. Write in figures cent soixante-quinze. 

2. You’re told an item costs quatre-vingt-quinze euros. Is that €4,25, €85,00, €95,00 or 
€40,15? 

3. What’s 78 in French?  

4. How would you write €65 in words on a cheque? 

5. Fill the gap to say that the CD costs €17,49: Le CD coûte ________euros __________.  

6. What’s the total cost in French of two tickets, one costing €5,20 and the other €7,75? 

Answers on www.bbc.co.uk/languages/french/answers.shtml 

 


